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ABSTRACT

Cryptography is a technological term to protect a secret message or information. The practices of con-
verting the normal text into unreadable form are called encryption. It is possible through key manage-
ment. Artificial intelligence is a technology that supports all domain in decision making. Bio-inspired 
cryptography is bio-cryptography that can identify the human unique features and covert as a key and 
incorporate in the encryption process through artificial intelligence multiple bio-cryptographic keys that 
can be linked into a single key module with artificial intelligence decision-making support in the decryp-
tion part. Through decision-making support, exact and accurate authentication can be made possible. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Cryptography is normally is done as a practice in the form of converting normal text into encrypted text 
the through key. Key may be symmetric and asymmetric, In the process of cryptography key is involved 
in converting the data into inaccessible format with the support of key. In the bio cryptography similar 
process can be considered .Initially bio cryptography should be analysed to know the knowledge about 
the bio cryptography. Cryptographic ideology which involves the human unique features in identifying 
and authenticating a user for provisioning the service is can be coined as bio cryptography (Alroobaea 
et al., 2022).

Organizations needs of security in a better manner the multiple types of authentication can be provided 
based on the various aspects of credentials, those data can be duplicated in one or in another form, so that 
such data for security should be replaced with the data or credentials that are not matched or duplicated 
for authentication trials. As the cyber criminals act in precise manner to match the security data with 
the fake data to satisfy the authentication, bio inspired cryptographic system is recommended for data 
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protection. The told authenticating system works with unique features of human. It can be considered 
for authentication purpose for providing ultimate security for human data.

Authentication in many ways can be considered for security of data or for accessing a device. Au-
thentication is based on the users the authentication can be varied for the company staff and authentica-
tion can be different for the end users. Different level of authentication can be considered for people to 
people based on the knowledge level. Those security should be in a standardize manner assuring total 
security for the device or a service.

To understand in the better manner end users cannot use multiple or two level authentication as 
technical or educated person does. But similar level security should be provided to their earning and 
belongings. For this reason Bio cryptography can provide a multi or similar protection. In this book 
chapter multiple unique human features are matched and mapped in a single verification term.That will 
provide them an authentication proven system.

Authentication model can considered in two ways they are

1.  Based on the security model
2.  Based on the User level of usage

Let’s take a closer look at the many sorts of authentication techniques available:

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

A literature review has been done on various biometrics factor for authenticating a user, based on users’ 
own identical property that the user possesses to provide the security to the user and user data.

Through table 1, the following error correction ideology are studied, and show cased for the user 
as for the understanding from the table 1, keystroke-based bio-metric security and voice recognition, 
error correction is made through discretization it was referred from Monrose et al. (1999). Signature 
identification ideology is understood from Hao and Chan (2002). In this ideology, signature velocity 
forward features and backward features are understood in the form of graphical representation here error 

Figure 1. Different types of authentication
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